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We are now entering the 2nd month of spring and the weather, as I write this, is warm and dry. We are all waiting for rain 
and hopefully by the time you read this newsletter the skies are starting to cloud over and rain will soon be on the way. 
The last month has been busy with our 50% discount on desexing male and female dogs. 
This month we are offering the same discount (50%) on desexing of cats - But more on that offer later in the newsletter. 
 

I am glad to see a lot of owners are getting their long haired dogs (and cats) clipped as the weather gets warmer. 
This month we are offering a special deal for cats where the cost is massively decreased (more on this later). 
This hot dry weather certainly makes our animals suffer if they have long or thick coats — getting that coat clipped off will 
make those animals a lot more comfortable. Also getting your pooch hydrobathed will also remove any “crud” from the 
skin and make the animal feel better – and remember life is too short to be unhappy or unhealthy. 
 

We have dealt with a few snake bite cases over the last month and we would like all owners to be aware that snakes are 
moving around and they are “cranky” at the moment— as they come out of hibernation, they are shedding their skin and 
are very hungry. If you think your animal has been in contact with a dangerous snake (especially the Eastern 
Brown) then please let us know sooner rather than later. Be aware that the symptoms of snake bite ven-
omation can take up to 12 hours to occur after the animal is bitten – so if your dog or cat was seen “playing” 
with a snake and the animal looks OK 30 minutes later, it does NOT mean the animal has not been bitten. 
 

        Octo-Puss Month 
 

This month is dedicated to our feline patients and their owners – we called it Octo-Puss Month (a name our manager 
Lynelle dreamed up one day when drinking too much “red cordial” and eating too much “sugar”).  
In this month we offer a few areas of cat health at a discounted rate to assist owners and their furry friends. 
This year we are targeting 3 main areas- 

 Desexing of male or female cats at 50% discount 

 Cat clipping with anaesthetic for $184.00-T&C’s apply 
(normally an anaesthetic alone is worth $220.00) 

 Cat Merchandise at 20% discount – that includes worming medication, flea control, food and treats (but I am sure if 
you ask nicely the discount will also apply to collars, leads etc) 

I think the feline species is one of the most overlooked animals when it comes to general health care – because the animal 
is basically nocturnal and spends most if their time either asleep, resting or just lying somewhere and watching the world 
go past. Because of their laid-back attitude - owners of these magnificent creatures have a tendency to assume that the 
animals is always healthy and happy. In the mean time a lot of cats, as they age, start to develop arthritis and spinal prob-
lems that makes them lay around and therefore the owner assumes the cat is either “getting old” or is “happy” and the 
problems continue. So what do we recommend for owners of cats to do to minimize problems? 

 Yearly vaccinations to protect from cat flu, feline parvo and chlamydia (a severe eye condition) 

 Worm every 3 months and if your feline companion hunts and kills lizards then they need 
a special worming tablet to kill the large tapeworm they can get from lizards 

 Check for fleas on a regular basis – cats usually do not have “100’s” of fleas and it is com-
mon for the cat to only have one or two fleas but those fleas can cause a lot of problems. Use a 
flea comb to find the pesky critters or at least “have a very good look”.         Do NOT use any 
“flea control” unless you have fleas and if you do see some fleas then ring our staff to find out 
what we recommend – there are a lot of flea products that do not work or are dangerous. 

 Dental problems – very common in cats by the time they are 3 years of age 
and we would recommend you get the teeth and gums checked at least once a year 
(we do not charge for this service) 

 Feed the cat at least twice a day using a good quality cat food – we are more 
than happy for you to ring our animal hospital to get what foods we recommend. 
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We do recommend wet food more than dry food for cats as cats are prone to kidney or bladder problems and we 
want cats to drink more water than they usually do in our hot humid climate. 

 Get a blood test done once a year (can be done at vaccination time) to check for liver or kidney problems. Cats are 
more prone to kidney problems than dogs and a lot of the kidney problems are hereditary (they are born to 
have the problem) and these kidney problems usually develop by the time the cat is 6 – 8 years of life.  A lot 
of cats who do not have hereditary kidney problem will develop acquired kidney failure by the time they are 
12 years of age and a blood test will show the early signals before the cat becomes sick. Kidney problems are 

easier to deal with when the animal is healthy rather than when the animal is sick. 

 Arthritis and spinal problems are common by the time the cat is 10 years of age and hopefully the owner starts to 
recognise the signs before the cat gets too bad. Such as cat not jumping onto the chair or tables as it used to, the cat 
that gingerly jumps off your lap, the cat that does not “charge” around the house like it used to, the cat that does 
not groom itself properly and now has clumps of hair or “ratty” coat are signs of spinal or joint problem. 

 A lot of cats develop thyroid problems by the time they are 12 years of age and a blood test to detect thyroid prob-
lems are very important at least once a year in the senior animal is important.  

 

Cats are relatively easily to look after – they are very competent of grooming themselves and they basically live their life 
according to their own wishes. They are hunters and carnivores and therefore it is recommended that owners keep their 
cat either inside (especially at night) or develop “cat runs” so that the feline can go outside 
during the day and still be confined so that they do not affect our native wildlife. 
 

As the cat ages so the internal functioning of the body starts to go wrong and be diligent 
with your care to make sure your loved feline friend does not undergo discomfort or pain 
that is not necessary. 
 

“Old age” is a common disease or ailment that causes a lot of problems and those problems 
are often ignored or the owner believes that the problem does not need treatment.  
We also deal with a reasonable number of owners who feel once their cat (or dog) gets to 8 
– 10 years of age then the cat is “old” (I assume they really mean “geriatric). But the reality is 
that most cats are going to live until 18 years of age and therefore that 8 – 10 year old animal is really middle aged (what 
we humans term when we get to 40 – 45 years of age and I do not think most people who are 40 years of age feel they are 

“old”). 
 

So during Octo-puss month we encourage all owners of cats to consider the welfare of their 
animal and if you feel there is a problem (bad breath, not jumping, long thick coat, hasn’t been 
wormed lately, still not desexed) then this is the month to address that problem. If you are not 
sure then please contact one of our staff for advice. 
In the meantime – consider the discounts (as stated above) and grab the opportunity to save 
money. 

 

Davo’s Corner 
 

Well, again I see that the editor has put the needs and wants of clients and patients above my need to have a larger space 
to write in. No matter how many times I point out that the average client would rather hear about my life and my needs – 
the editor seems to think that the welfare of the animals is more important than my life.  
It is nearly enough to make me want to stop writing or just take over the editing of this newsletter. 
 

As per my article last month – I have centred the last few weeks to losing some weight (or getting taller so 
that my weight is the right ratio to my height. I am not sure how I can increase my height to 7 foot 6 inches 
so I figured the best way is to try to lose some weight). 
 

Now the first few days went swimmingly well – on strict diet of “look but do not touch” mixed liberally with 
“rabbit food and good clean air” – I started to shed the weight. But by the 4th day I was a bit over the diet 
and decided to change the diet to “touch and swallow but do not look” mixed liberally with “eat the rabbit 
and take big deep breaths between each bite”.  
 

At the start of my original diet I would leap onto the weighing machine each morning and bask in the knowledge that I was 
lighter than the day before. As the diet changed I came to hate the weighing machine until I decided that the weighing ma-
chine would be better in someone else’s house so I gave it away to some skinny person who was complaining how light 
they were and how hard it was to put on weight (I gave them the machine on the proviso that they never darken my life 
again with their whinging and whining). 
So now I have to think up a new way to lose weight or maybe just buy bigger clothes and never look at a photo of myself 

or look in the mirror.   
 

Have a good month and talk to you in November - Davo 
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